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Kit Includes
* PCB
* NE556 Dual 556 Timer IC
* 10K Resistor 
* 100K Resistor
* 1K Resistor (x2)
* 4.7K Resistor* 4.7K Resistor
* 15K Resistor
* SPDT On/Off Slide Switch
* 10uF Electrolyc Capacitor
* 9volt (pp3) Baery Snap
* 10nF Ceramic Capacitor
* 100nF Ceramic Capacitor
* 500K Ohm Linear Potenometer (x2)* 500K Ohm Linear Potenometer (x2)
* 3.5mm Stereo  Jack

Please note: component’s colours and shapes may
vary from me to me from those shown in the 
diagram below, however the part values will always
be the same. If unsure please contact us to check you 
have the correct parts before commencing construcon.

To assemble and 
use the APC you 

will need wire cuers,
 a 9v PP3 baery, solder,
 soldering iron and a 

speaker, amp or headphones..

Once you have connected your baery, flip the switch to turn your APC on then turn the two dials 
to change the sounds. Both dials have a different effect (one changes the pitch and the other 
changes the depth) so try them first one at a me to hear the changes clearly.

The components for the APC can be soldered in any order and can be placed either way around
with the excepon of 3 components for which orientaon is crucial namely the 556 mer 
chip, the electrolyc capacitor and the baery snap. Here is how to place them:

556 Timer: 

Our 4 top ps before you begin:

1Bending component
legs outwards holds
them in place when
turning the PCB over
and can provide 
beer access during 
soldering.soldering.

3Place the p of the
soldering iron on
both the pad and
the component leg,
then feed the solder
inbetween and into
the hole.the hole.

4

Having the soldering
iron at around 350*
enables quick
soldering. It is crucial
not to take too long 
and overheat 
delicate componentsdelicate components
e.g. chips.

2

Flush edged cuers are
relavely cheap to buy
and are great for
cu ng the legs close 
to the board.

Speaker
If you want to wire in a speaker
instead of using the jack, solder it 
in here:

Extension strip
The extension strip can be used to connect the APC to the Rakit Baby 8 Step Sequencer using
the connector kit which is available to purchase as an add-on with either of the kits. It consists 
of 2 sets of pin header sockets which should be soldered into both 
PCBs and 5 jumper wires (colours vary) to connect the two. 
The Ground wire should always be connected, either one or both
of the CV 1 and 2 wires can be connected and the Power sharing wire of the CV 1 and 2 wires can be connected and the Power sharing wire 
which enables both units to be powered by just the one baery is 
oponal.

Extra Mods:

The electrolyc capacitor has one
pin longer than the other. Solder
the longest pin to the hole marked
with a square on the PCB. There is
also a white stripe down one side
of the capacitor which indicates
the negave side.the negave side.

+ _

Radial Capacitor:
Connect the red (posive) 
wire from the baery snap 
to the hole marked with 
                      + on the PCB.

Baery:

PCB Layout:

The 556 mer has a notch
in one end. Place the chip
so that the notch is
at the same end 
on both the chip
and on the PCB.


